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The extensor mechanism (EM) of the finger (the extensor apparatus, extensor expansion, 2 extensor assembly, dorsal aponeurosis, etc.) is a complex anatomical structure which transmits 3 the forces of several extrinsic and intrinsic hand muscles to the finger joints (See Fig. 1a ,b in the 4 Method section). It is situated on the dorsal surface of the finger bones and is involved in both 5 extension and flexion of the finger joints.
6
Owing to its important role in force transmission, the EM has been incorporated into elements, which allows modeling of the EM with a high degree of precision in order to simulate 17 the clinical deformities of the mechanism (Sachdeva et al., 2015) . However, such 3D-models 18 contain many unknown parameters that should be determined. It seems that most studies in this 19 field have only focused on EM modelling but not on its parametrization and validation.
20
The purpose of this study was to create a numeric model of the long finger EM that Fig. 1c) , which replace the function of pulleys or condyles.
35
The forces of dorsal ulnar interosseous ui, extensor digitorum ed, dorsal radial 36 interosseous ri, and lumbrical lu muscle were used as the external ones. The fraction of these 37 forces applied to EM will be henceforth denoted as The principle of Minimum Potential Energy was used to find the equilibrium state, in 45 which the EM internal forces balance the muscle forces. At iteration k+1 the potential energy 46 (PE) of the EM was calculated as a sum of the strain energy (SE) of the spring system and work 47 potential of the muscle forces (WP):
where g represents penalty term, which was added to enforce the constraint expressing the fact
49
that the points forming EM should not penetrate the bone surface.
50
The Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno method (BFGS) was used to find the minimum of 51 potential energy. The array x at iteration k+1 was calculated as:
where H is a BFGS approximation to the Hessian matrix.
53

Parametrization
54
The distribution of the forces among the EM tendons can be described by the equation The experimentally defined coefficients in (4) will be denoted as a vector
For each simulation, the coefficients, describing the force distribution in simulated EM sets, which increases the number of equations in (3). The forces from the right part of (3) 
where a regularization parameter α was set to 0.01. 
where Q denotes the number of coefficients (Q=11).
82
The Nelder-Mead algorithm (fminsearch function in Matlab R2012b, MathWorks, 83 Natwick, MA) was used to solve the unconstrained problem of J(l) minimization.
The starting point of the algorithm corresponded to such EM configuration, in which all lateral 85 and medial bands were tight (2 and 3, 4 and 5 in Fig. 1 ).
86
Sensitivity analysis
87
After the model was parametrized, the sensitivity analysis was performed for the fully 
94
RESULTS
95
The results address first the parametrization and the simulation of different postures using 
Parametrization
104
The identified tendon lengths for l el and l im are given in The parametrization of the model was firstly performed to fit the distribution of the forces with a wide range of origin variation (Goldberg, 1970) .
141
Sensitivity analysis
142
We studied how much the model-describing coefficients are sensitive to muscle force values. It appears that great differences can be observed for 
Perspectives
152
The proposed model could be a tool to simulate the EM deformation during finger Cost-function J 0.11 Table 2 Supplementary Material Click here to download Supplementary Material: Table 3 .docx
